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Study Carrel Screen

Write On
The white acrylic surface 

does double duty as 
it makes a great dry erase 

board. Go ahead and 
jot notes, provide test 

instructions, work 
on problems or just use 

it to doddle  

Privacy, Please
Sometimes you just want a little 

privacy. Easily create areas for seated 
privacy with the Artcobell Study Carrel 
Screen. The screen stands 16” tall and 

is perfect for classrooms, libraries, 
computer labs or wherever you need 
privacy or a place to stay focused on 

the task at hand  

Secure Attachment
Screen is held securely 
and safely in place with 

attractive solid metal 
brackets  

Durable & Attractive
Simple and clean design, 
the formed one-piece 
acrylic screen with radius 
corners is durable and 
provides an updated 
appearance

Flexible Combination
Dedicated study carrels can be 
difficult to move or repurpose. As 
an accessory, the screen can be 
paired with Artcobell student desks 
and easily moved to provide privacy 
where you need it 
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Discover Study Carrel Screen 
Perfect for classrooms, libraries, and computer labs the 
Artcobell Study Carrel Screen is a flexible way to provide 
seated privacy for testing or other activities that demand 
focus and concentration. Pair with Discover or Alphabet 
20”d x 36”w student desks that are available with fixed 
or adjustable height legs and in a variety of durable high 
pressure laminate options. You can be assured of Artcobell 
quality and performance that has reliably supported over 
three generations of classrooms.   

Durable & Attractive Design
The simple and clean design of the one-piece acrylic 
screen features radius corners and a gentle radius on the 
end panels to eliminate any sharp corners. The acrylic 
surface provides exceptional impact strength and durable 
metal brackets hold the screen secure.  

Flexibility
Dedicated study carrels can be difficult to move or 
repurpose. As an add-on accessory, the study carrel 
screen can be paired with the 20”d x 36”w Artcobell 
Discover Shape, Discover T-Leg or Alphabet Student 
Desks giving you the flexibility to easily add privacy and 
reconfigure the desks as needed.  

White Board
The white acrylic screen doubles as a white board. Use dry 
erase markers to write instructions, work on problems, jot 
notes or doodle.  

Warranty
The Discover Study Carrel Screen and all student desks 
are covered by Artcobell’s industry leading limited 
LIFETIME warranty so you can be assured of the highest 
level of quality and service.  

Study Carrel

privacy, please

Compliance
> Complies with Consumer Products Safety Improvement 

Act (CPSIA) of 2008 
> SCS Indoor AdvantageTM Gold. Indoor air quality 

certified to SCS-EC10.3-2014 v3.0

BASE MODEL WIDTH " DEPTH " HEIGHT "
OVERALL

HEIGHT "
FROM WORK 

SURFACE

TA-SCA1737 37.25" 18.25" 17.13" 16.0"

SCREEN WIDTH
37.25"

SCREEN DEPTH
18.25"

SCREEN HEIGHT
17.13"


